Lateral Capital Investment:
Where Should We Start?
Lateral Capital invests principally alongside Angel, Accelerator and Industry groups across the U.S.
Because of this, we encourage companies looking for Early Stage investment from us to start with one of
the Angel organizations. We occasionally invest in companies we meet directly, through trade shows or
industry contacts. However, we usually refer them to one of our Angel group connections; depending on
where they are located, etc. Remember, we have very limited capacity to consider companies directly and
that in any case, we always make the same initial investment of $100,000.
Each of the Angel organizations below has 30-100 members who have broad-based experience and
deep knowledge in multiple areas. Each of them has their own process for reviewing new companies. We
follow what they do and indicate interest early in any company that fits our strategy.
Group

Location

Website

Tamiami Angels

Naples

www.tamiamiangels.com

Band of Angels

Palo Alto

www.bandangels.com

Seraph Group

Atlanta

www.seraphgroup.net

Gopher Angels

Minneapolis

www.gopherangels.com

Golden Seeds

New York

www.goldenseeds.com

Central Texas Angels

Austin

www.centraltexasangelnetwork.com

SXSW Pitch Competition

Austin

www.sxsw.com

Tech Coast Angels

Los Angeles

www.techcoastangels.com

Biotechnology Innovation Organization

Washington

www.bio.org

Band of Angels

Palo Alto

www.bandangels.com

Queen City Angels

Cincinnati

www.qca.com

BIO is the leading trade association in Biotech. They showcase dozens of
Early Stage companies in this industry.

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER – This information is really important. Please read it. From the perspective of the entrepreneur, the material in this
website should be thought of as general background only. It is not strategic, legal or financial advice. Readers are strongly encouraged to seek
the advice of qualified advisors before acting on anything contained herein. The website does not constitute an offer to sell or solicitation of an
offer to buy any securities, nor does it constitute an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy from any person in any state or other
jurisdiction in which such an offer would be unlawful. This website does not constitute advertising or promotional materials with respect to any
investment advisory service or any investment vehicle. This website and any other materials provided are intended only for discussion purposes
and convenient reference and are not intended to be complete. An offering of interests in any Lateral Capital investment vehicle will be made
only by means of a confidential private placement memorandum and only to qualified investors in jurisdictions where permitted by law. This
summary does not incorporate all elements related to limits of liability and other issues. Readers are also urged to read the section titled
Important Disclaimers elsewhere in the Lateral Capital website. (Updated 190915 KS)
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